Owl Class News and Homework: w/c 12.09.16
To be handed in on: 21.09.16
Maths: This week we have been continuing to order and recognise
numbers. Reception children practiced forming numbers correctly, then
independently counting objects to 10.
Year 1’s have been problem solving with more and less than activities
and counting on from 20.
English: We have been sharing the story of the Three Little Pigs this week.
First, we all took part in a cut and stick challenge using characters from the
book. We wrote sentences together to describe what pictures we had cut out
“little straw house”, “big bad wolf.” Reception children had a go at
sounding out the letters for ‘pig’, and ‘pot’ some even tried ‘wood’ and
‘brick’ and practised forming letters correctly. They then made all three of
the little pig’s houses using different coloured and textured paper.
Year 1’s having been understanding and writing questions this week by playing the parts of the pig and the
wolf. They then had to write questions to each other as the character and try to correctly form a question
mark. We then moved onto the exclamation marks and wrote exclamatory sentences using picture clues e.g.
“What a happy pig you are!”.
Other: In PE Year 1’s had great fun travelling and
sounding like farm animals, thinking about the shape of
their bodies and balancing – I think the resemblance is
uncanny! 

We all had a go at printing with shape
sponges and exploring different textures,
like foam and powder paint.
And we made paper plate animal,
came up with alliterative phrases to
describe and painted tractors for our
farm display!

Homework Task
YEAR 1 CGP Book Maths: Start of Year 1 Test Pg 2-5
RECEPTION CGP Book: Pg 1 (Numbers and Counting)
Pupil feedback

Parent feedback

Teacher feedback

Please follow our school Twitter feed to view regular updates and photos of some of the activities Owl class
do @ClipstonSchool.

